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Abstract 

Resource allocation may be a sizeable term in uplink and downlink decoupling .In this paper 

,the prevailing paintings focuses on useful resource allocation with uplink –downlink 

decoupling for an small cellular networks that consists of LTE in un certified band. Inorder 

to stay faraway from this, the proposed algorithm of equity scheduling algorithm gets 

introduced which tries to maximise total throughput while on the equal time allowing all 

users gets at the smallest amount a minimal level of service. Through incorporating this set 

of rules the foremost beneficial aid allocation statergies given simplest for restrained records 

on networks and users nation receives reduced. This method evaluates the performance of 

algorithms in uplink and downlink 3GPP LTE cellular community beneath familiar 

frequency reuse scheme through executing a simulation in one among a sort channel 

conditions in phrases of maximum throughput and equity metrics. 

   

Index Terms; Game theory, resource allocation, fairness resource scheduling , 

reinforcement learning, LTE-U 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The extremely thick nature of Small cell frameworks 

joined with the transmit control distinctiveness 

between SBSs, installation a key motivation for the 

usage of uplink-downlink decoupling strategies [2] 

where in customers can companion to at least one of 

a sort SBSs within the uplink and downlink, 

independently. 

Those frameworks have ended up being beginning 

overdue , specifically with the development of 

uplink-driven packages [four], as an instance, 

system-to-gadget correspondences and social 

networks.Spectrum undertaking, patron affiliation, 

impedance the board, and mixture [five]–[eight]. 

furthermore, joined femto-WiFi frameworks.. 

A blend method to hold out each site visitors 

offloading and useful resource sharing during a 

LTE-U circumstance the utilization of a aggregate 

device reliant on propelling the dedication cycle of 

the structure.. 

In [7], using stochastic geometry, the execution of 

LTE-U with regular transmission,  tracks in before-

speak (LBT) conjunction gadgets. The creators in 

[8] advise an conjunction  to decide and to empower 

variety sharing  resources  between LTE-U and 

WiFi internet-works..  

A hybrid method to handle  both visitors offloading  

and   sharing in an LTE-U state of affairs the usage 

of a co-lifestyles mechanism based on optimizing 

the requirement cycle of the system. 

The essential points of decoupling the uplink and 

downlink, and propose an ideal decoupling 

.regardless of their promising effects, these  works 

are restricted to execution examination and focused 

development processes that will not scale properly 

during a thick and heterogeneous SCN. 
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As of late, there was an outsized enthusiasm for 

reading how LTE-based totally SCNs can work 

inside the unlicensed band (LTE-U) [five]– [15]. 

LTE-U gives numerous difficulties as an extended 

way as variety designation, consumer association, 

impedance the board, and concurrence [5]– [eight]. 

In [five], best asset distribution calculations are 

proposed for both double band femto-cellular and 

integrated femto-WiFistructures . 

In [2]–[3], the mastering strategies are proposed to 

deal with the difficulty of interference management, 

dynamic clustering, and SBSs’ on/off. however, 

none of the prevailing works on RL [16]–[2] taken 

into consideration an LTE-U network with 

downlink-uplindecoupling. 

The suggested efficient allocation of resources 

covers the whole methodology of effective resource 

management throughout a system. In this paper, 

however, we are especially aware of the allocation 

approaches that are deeply convinced of fairness..the 

primary ideas that leverage the ESN mechanism to 

automate aid allocation with LTE-U network uplink-

downlink decoupling. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 

Section II explains the framework model. Section III 

suggests the ESN-based resource allocation 

algorithm. Results of numerical simulation are 

discussed and evaluated in Section IV. Finally, it 

draws conclusions in Section V. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM 

FORMULATION 

They look at the downlink of a more user-friendly 

FAS system and robust control. We have provided 

that the BS and RSs will deliver the asset allocation 

between the BS and RSs efficiently through 

dedicated recurrence companies.  

We improve a successful resource-allocation scheme 

during a two-hop relaying system by recognizing the 

very possibility that a two-or 3-hop relaying scheme 

yields the maximum relaying gain[1]. For simple 

evaluation, we awareness on a quarter of a cellular 

and handy confine mind additive white gaussian 

noise. 

The required distribution of compensation indicators 

at an equivalent time, because the resulting equity 

tests the services. Equity in resource allocation and 

utility therefore needs to be separately distinguished 

and measured. In addition, equity can also be dealt 

with as a method of payment. When evaluating the 

implementation of performance metrics, equity 

could also be viewed when accordance with the 

considerations deriving from the facilities. 

However, the device's historical software records 

can give remarks to and impact the equity 

mechanisms in commentary mechanisms. One of the 

resource allocation priorities is equitable 

distribution. Hunger due to lack of infrastructure, 

particularly in wireless networks, may also result in 

severe downside in operation. The help distribution 

goal is to optimize computer and personal resources. 

Resource allocation can have a clear effect on 

infrastructure, in mild reality that a specific degree 

of resource allocated may also kick off significant 

execution variation. Nevertheless, the app can also 

provide input on the guidelines for the distribution 

of assistance, so that you can gain greater 

usefulness. 

We advise a self-organizing set of rules based on the 

successful ESN framework[2]–[three] to solve this 

problem. There, the word that using a self-

organizing method projects LTE-U help and it can 

lower the communication between base stations 

(BSs) and, in destiny SCNs, can be substantially 

restricted by using the backhaul capacity.  

Similarly, reduced edge mobile systems can be 

dense and, in that capacity, combined manipulation 

can be difficult to actualize which has motivated the 

use of self-finding methodologies for asset 

allocation, such as[ 17],[ 19],[ 2] and[ 4]. 
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III. NETWORK MODEL  AND  

PRELIMINARIES OF FAIRNESS 

RESOURCE     ALLOCATION 

The Fairness can be calculated by  both in resource 

allocation and utility. It can be either targeted or 

resultant. 

 

Fig 1.Resource Sharing Algorithm 

A Proportional Equal Planning Calculation (PF) 

provides a compromise between reasonableness and 

the overall system throughput. Various high 

knowledge levels of access (CDMA-HDR) were 

first used in the application division[15,16], but are 

now commonly used in OFDMA-based systems as 

well. 

This paper is intended to build a completely unique, 

self-organizing mechanism for maximizing resource 

allo-cation in an LTE-U network with uplink-

downlink decoupling. However the formulation of 

the matter as a non-cooperative game during which 

the players are the SBSs and thus the base station of 

macro cells (MBS). Through player seeks an 

optimized spectrum allocation scheme to optimize a 

utility feature capturing the downlink and uplink 

sum-rate and balancing the licensed and unlicensed 

spectra among users. 

In order to overcome this resource allocation task, 

we suggest a self-organizing algorithm based on the 

efficient ESN framework[2]–[3]. Here, we note that 

the use of a self-organizing approach to LTE-U 

resource scheduling would reduce coordination 

between base stations (BSs), which may be 

substantially limited by the backhaul capability in 

future SCNs.. 

• Different booking protocols were revised in 

OFDMA networks. For example, a most extreme 

rate reservation is shown in multicarrier OFDMA 

systems to improve both network capacity and 

reasonableness[3]. 

• Adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is used in 

the radio asset portion, and major execution 

improvements can be achieved. Considering that the 

LTE standard includes a completely adaptable radio 

protocol, defining the network infrastructure is left 

to the hardware manufacturers. 

In this paper we introduced a scheduling algorithm; 

a scheduler based on proportional justice. We 

conduct evaluations of various approaches to the 

practical implementation of the algorithm via a 

custom LTE device simulator. 

IV. NETWORK MODEL AND 

PRELIMINARIES OF DOWNLINK 

We formulate the question as a non-cooperative 

game where the participants are the SBSs and the 

Macrocell base station (MBS). The player is looking 

for an optimum spectrum distribution system to 

configure a service collecting downlink and uplink 

sum-rate and matching the approved and unlicensed 

access spectrum. 

To solve this game of resource allocation, we 

suggest a self-organizing algorithm that assisted the 

strong ESN framework[2]–[3]. Here, we note that 

using a self-organizing approach to scheduling the 

LTE-U tool will minimize cooperation between base 

stations (BSs), which will often be substantially 

constrained by the backhaul resources in future 

SCNs. In addition, cellular networks of the next 

generation will be complex and as such, centralized 
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control is often difficult to implement which has 

encouraged the use of self-organizing resource 

allocation strategies. 

A. LTE Data Rate Analysis Next, we use the term 

BS to refer to either an SBS or MBS and we indicate 

by B the arrangement of the BSs and Bl the 

arrangement of the BSs using the authorized units. 

Consequently, on the permitted band, LTE-U client 

I'm downlink and uplink rates by and by long haul. 

B. WiFi Data Rate Analysis For example, in[6] 

and[4], we see a WiFi network with a paired 

transparent exponential backup system at its 

immersion limit. In this model each WiFi client will 

have an easily accessible kit for transmission after 

each efficient transmission has been completed. This 

WiFi protocol may be connected to the WiFi 

network based on the various conventions. 

C. Problem Formulation Because of this system 

model, we are likely to create an effective range 

assignment conspire with uplink-downlink 

decoupling that will concurrently assign the 

appropriate transmitting capacity on the approved 

band and schedule unlicensed band vacancies for 

each client. 

Decoupling basically suggests that each customer's 

downlink and uplink are often connected to specific 

SBSs even as the LTE MBS. We definitely consider 

the impact of WiFi customers on LTE-U 

transmissions, but we do not accept the customer's 

association with WAPs. As an example, the client is 

often linked to the LTE-U SBS and downlinked to 

the LTE macrocell, or the client is often linked to 

the LTE-U SBS 1 uplink and to the LTE-U SBS 2 

downlink. 

V. PROPORTIONAL  FAIR ALGORITHM. 

Quantitative fairness measures are usually real 

valued. We define fn(X) : R+ n ! R+ as the fairness 

measure based on resource allocation X, where n is 

the number of individuals. 

The basic requirements that a quantitative fairness 

measure must satisfy are: 

Rs1: fn(X) should be continuous on X 2 R+n . 

Rs2: fn(X) should be independent of n. 

Rs3: The range of fn(X) should be easily mapped on 

to [0; 1]. 

Rs4: Function fn(X) should be easily extendable to 

multiresources case. 

Rs5: fn(X) should be easy to implement. 

Rs6: fn(X) should be sensitive enough to the 

variation of X. 

The requirements Rs1 and R2 imply the generality 

of fairness function fn(X) with different resource 

allocations and various number of individuals. Rs3 

shows the scalability of fn(X), and it gives intuitive 

and direct impression on the fairness. 

Rs4 and Rs5 make fn(X) realistic and 

implementable. 

In the sequel, we review several frequently used 

quantitative measures and identify the set of 

requirements they must satisfy  

Allocation for user i is proportional fair if it satisfies 

the following three conditions [40]. 

• 𝑋𝑗𝑖 ≥ 0 

• ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑖 ≤ 𝑐𝑗𝑛
𝑖=1  

• ∑
𝑋∗𝑗𝑖−𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑋𝑗𝑖

𝑚
𝑖=1 ≤ 0 

Proportional fairness measures multi-resource 

allocation and it is based on the view of single 

individual instead of one kind of resource.  

Fairness for each individual on the different kinds 

and amounts of resources allocated to it is measured. 

Proportional fairness may become max-min fairness 

under certain conditions 

xi  is   (p, α) proportional fair if it satisfies the    

following conditions   

• 𝑋𝑗𝑖 ≥ 0 
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• ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑖 ≤ 𝑐𝑗𝑛
𝑖=1  

• ∑ 𝑝𝑗 
𝑋∗𝑗𝑖−𝑋𝑗𝑖

∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑖∝
𝑗=0

𝑚
𝑖=1 ≤ 0 

(p, α) proportional fairness-utility trade-off 

mechanisms were proved to have some advantages, 

it is not sure that these utility functions can imply 

the real network performance 

 

Fig 2.Flow chart  of Proportional Fair algorithm 

System Throughput: Fig. 3 is the statistical 

consequences of sys-tem throughput with the 

consumer arrival rate. 

The everyday thru-positioned of the framework is 

grade by grade improved because the consumer 

leading rate increments. we'll see that the framework 

throughput of the three verified plans is within the 

succession of PF > DL >with out LB. on the factor 

whilst the purchaser is consistently created inside 

the framework, the proposed equity calculation 

accomplishes a rather higher throughput than the 

choice two cases,at the factor while the patron isn't 

always appropriated, the addition of the PF 

calculation is fairly near the equity calculation, that's 

due to the way that the regular blocking rate of the 

two calculations is nearer to at least one another. 

 

Fig. 3 is the statistical results of sys-tem 

throughput with the user arrival rate 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

To perform the decoupling uplink -downlink for a 

small cell network that includes LTE in a licensed 

band. In order to avoid this scenario, the proposed 

algorithm of Fairness scheduling algorithm is 

implemented, which aims to optimize the total 

output while allowing all customers to achieve at 

least a minimum level of service. 

A. Future Work: 

Results of the simulation show that allocation of 

resources dramatically reduces the overall delay and 

the  

number of unsatisfied device users thus 

guaranteeing the cell throughput. 
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